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DESY 06-132Aelerator Cavities as a Probe of Milliharged PartilesH. Gies1, J. Jaekel2 and A. Ringwald21 Institut f�ur Theoretishe Physik, Universit�at Heidelberg, Philosophenweg 16, D-69120Heidelberg, Germany2 Deutshes Elektronen-Synhrotron DESY, Notkestra�e 85, D-22607 Hamburg, Ger-manyPACS. 12.20.Fv { Quantum eletrodynamis: Experimental tests.PACS. 14.80.-j { Other partiles (inluding hypothetial).Abstrat. { We investigate Shwinger pair prodution of milliharged fermions in the strongeletri �eld of avities used for partile aelerators. Even without a diret detetion meha-nism at hand, milliharged partiles, if they exist, ontribute to the energy loss of the avityand thus leave an imprint on the avity's quality fator. Already onservative estimates sub-stantially onstrain the eletri harge of these hypothetial partiles; the resulting bounds areompetitive with the urrently best laboratory bounds whih arise from experiments based onpolarized laser light propagating in a magneti �eld. We propose an experimental setup formeasuring the eletri urrent omprised of the milliharged partiles produed in the avity.Strong eletromagneti �elds o�er a new window to partile physis. Experiments involvingstrong �elds have a new-physis disovery potential whih is partly omplementary to ael-erator experiments. For instane, experiments suh as BFRT [1℄, CAST [2℄, or PVLAS [3℄,using strong magneti �elds, are involved in the searh for light, weakly oupled partiles suhas axions.Usually, partile physis e�ets in strong �elds result from the the marosopi spatialextent of the �elds whih an support oherent phenomena. If the mass of the new partiles issuÆiently low, yet another set of mehanisms opens up new phenomenologial possibilities:proesses an beome non-perturbative in the external �eld, leading to signi�ant enhane-ments or inrease of phase spae. In a reent work [4℄, we have shown that the searh forbirefringene and dihroism of polarized laser light propagating in a strongly magnetized va-uum [1, 3℄ gives the urrently best laboratory bounds on the harge of milliharged partiles.For these bounds, the nonperturbative aount for the magneti �eld is ruial.We would like to stress that improved onstraints on milliharged partiles are very wel-ome. For one thing, the apparently muh stronger astrophysial and osmologial bounds [5{10℄ (for a reent review, see Ref. [11℄) have reently been shown to be quite model depen-dent [12℄. On the other hand, milliharged partiles arise naturally in a large lass of standardmodel extensions [13{17℄, most notably in a bottom-up approah to the string embedding ofthe standard model [15, 18, 19℄. Therefore, searhes for milliharged partiles are a powerfultool to probe fundamental physis.



2 The above mentioned laser experiments exploit strong magneti �elds. One may wonderwhat an be learned from experiments using strong eletri �elds. There is indeed a paradigmfor a nonperturbative mehanism in strong �elds: quantum eletrodynamis predits thateletron-positron pairs are produed from vauum in strong eletri �elds [20{22℄. A sizeablerate for spontaneous e+e� pair prodution requires extraordinary strong eletri �eld strengthsE of order or above the ritial value (~ =  = 1)Ee � m2ee ' 1:3� 1018 V=m; (1)for whih the work of the �eld on a unit harge e over the Compton wavelength of the eletron,�e{ = 1=me, equals the eletron's rest mass me. The proess an be viewed as quantumtunneling, giving rise to an exponential �eld dependene, / exp(��Ee =E), whih exhibits thenonperturbative struture in eE .Currently, it seems inoneivable to produe marosopi �elds with eletri �eld strengthsof order E � Ee in the laboratory(1). For E � Ee , the exponential suppression of the ratemakes this proess pratially unobservable at present. However, if milliharged partiles withfrational harge � = Q�=e� 1 and mass m� exist in nature, their orresponding ritial �eld,E� � m2��e ' 4:98� 106 Vm 1� �m�eV �2 ; (2)may be muh smaller and they may be opiously produed with urrently available eletri�elds.In this Letter, we want to investigate whether the eletri �elds reahable at urrentlydeveloped aelerator avities will allow for a ompetitive searh for milliharged partiles.For a �rst estimate, we approximate the eletromagneti �eld in suh a ylindrial avityas a spatially uniform eletri �eld, pointing along the ylinder z axis and osillating with afrequeny !, E(t) = (0; 0; E(t)) = (0; 0; E0 sin(!t)) ; B(t) = (0; 0; 0) : (3)For a real avity, this orresponds to the �eld on�guration on the z axis. Typial parametersare E0 = (35� 150) MV/m and � � !=2� = 1 GHz, orresponding to ! = 4:13� 10�6 eV [24,25℄. Furthermore, we assume that the frequeny ! is muh smaller than the rest energy ofthe milliharged partile, ! � m�. Under these onditions, the dominant ontribution tothe pair-prodution rate, i.e., the probability that a pair is produed per unit time and unitvolume, is given by the Shwinger formula [22℄,w = d4 nd3x dt = (2s + 1)2 m4�(2�)3 � EE��2 1Xn=1 �nn2 exp��n�E�E � ; (4)where �n = (�1)n+1 for bosons and �n = 1 for fermions; s denotes the spin of the pro-dued partiles [26℄. For our quantitative estimates, we will from now on onsider fermions,s = 1=2, �n = 1. Corretions to this leading-order formula for inhomogeneous �elds an beomputed in a semilassial manner, using generalized WKB [27, 28℄, imaginary-time meth-ods [29℄, propagator onstrutions [30℄, or modern worldline/instanton methods [31{33℄, aswell as funtional tehniques [34℄. For instane, orretions to the Shwinger formula fortime-like inhomogeneities as in Eq. (3) are ontrolled by the ratio � of the energy of the laser(1)At the fous of standing laser waves, this may eventually be aomplished in the not so distant future [23℄.
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Fig. 1 { Laboratory limits on the frational eletri harge � � Q�=e of a milliharged fermion ofmass m�. The \Orthopositronium" limit stems from a limit on the branhing fration of invisibleorthopositronium deay [38℄. The green \BFRT" upper limits arise [4℄ from the upper limit on vauummagneti dihroism and birefringene plaed by the laser polarization experiment BFRT [1℄. The red(thin solid) line orresponds to the (too) naive bound obtained from Eq. (7) (E0 = 25 MV/m).The solid red \Cavity (TESLA)" upper limit arises from the bound on the energy loss aused byShwinger pair prodution of milliharged partiles in aelerator avities developed for TESLA [24℄(E0 = 25 MV/m, Lav = 10 m, QminMCP = 1010). The red dashed upper limit demonstrates the possiblebounds obtainable in the near future (E0 = 50 MV/m, Lav = 10 m, QminMCP = 1012).photons over the work of the �eld on a harge �e over the Compton wavelength of the fermion,� = !m��eE0 = !m� E�E0 ; (5)playing the role of an adiabatiity parameter. Inidentally, a similar parameter exists forspatial inhomogeneities [33,35℄. Our bounds will, in fat, satisfy the adiabati ondition,� � 1 , �� 1:4� 10�6 �m�eV�� �GHz��50 MV=mE0 � : (6)Let us start with an order-of-magnitude estimate of the sensitivity of aelerator avities tomilliharged fermions. Assuming that signi�ant pair prodution leads to measurable devia-tions from the standard eletrodynamial behaviour of the avity, the non-observation of suhdeviations implies an upper bound on � as a funtion of m�. Using the observation that size-able pair prodution sets in for E0=E� � 0:1� 0:25 [36,37℄, the equation E0=E� = � = O(0:25)translates into � . 2:5� 10�2 �m�eV�2 � �0:25��50 MV=mE0 � : (7)This rough estimate looks very promising. For m� . 1 meV, the sensitivity is better thanthe one obtained from the observed laboratory limit on vauum magneti dihroism due topair prodution of milliharged fermions from laser photons in a stati magneti �eld [4℄ (f.



4Fig. 1). Note, that the adiabatiity parameter, for ! = 4 � 10�6 eV, m� � 4� 10�4 eV, andE0=E� = 0:25, is indeed small, � � 0:04� 1.For a more realisti estimate of the sensitivity, we have to take into aount that the e�etsaused by the milliharged partiles typially derease with shrinking �. Diret detetion, forinstane, is therefore not straightforward. However, even without a diret detetion meha-nism at hand, milliharged partiles may leave an observable imprint on the properties of theavity. In partiular, if a large number of them is produed, they ontribute to the maro-sopi energy loss of the avity. This will be reeted by a derease of the avity's qualityfator Q, Q � 2�Eav=�E; (8)where Eav is the energy stored in the avity und �E is the energy loss per osillation period.In our ase, the latter onsists of two parts,�E = �Ediss +�EMCP; (9)where �Ediss is the normal dissipative energy loss in absene of milliharged partiles, and�EMCP the energy loss into milliharged partiles.In the following, �EMCP will be estimated by a series of onservative approximations. Forour idealized avity (f. Eq. 3), our resulting �EMCP an hene be viewed as a lower boundto the true energy loss.First, we onsider only the kineti energy arried away by those milliharged partiles whihleave the avity. At suÆiently high �eld strength E & E� , the partiles will predominantlybe produed moving highly relativisti in the diretion of the eletri �eld [36℄. Depending onwhere and when they are produed, they may eventually reah a wall of the avity. For ouronservative estimate, we require that the partile reahes the wall of the avity before thediretion of the eletri �eld is reversed. For example, a partile being produed at a timet within the �rst half of the osillation period, 0 � t � �=!, has to reah the wall beforetr = �=!. Therefore, only partiles with a distane less thanLmax(t) = �! � t (10)from the ends of the ylindrial avity ontribute in our estimate. A partile starting at restat t and leaving the avity at tr = �=! has piked up an average energyEav(t) = �e 1Lmax(t) Z Lmax(t)0 dL Z t+Lt dt0 E(t0) = �eE0�os(!t)! + sin(!t)!(� � t!)� ; (11)where the t0 integral determines the average �eld whih the partile is exposed to if it startsat a distane L from the wall. The L integral is an average over the possible initial positionsL � Lmax. This implies for the energy loss in one period,�EMCP = 4Aav Z �=!0 dtEav(t)Lmax(t)w(t); (12)where Aav is the area of the avity perpendiular to the eletri �eld. Here, we took a fatortwo for the seond half of the osillation period into aount, and another fator of two takesare of the fat that the energy loss happens at both ends of the avity. For the eletromagneti�eld (3), the maximal energy stored in the avity is given byEav = 12E20AavLav; (13)



H. Gies, J. Jaekel and A. Ringwald: Aelerator Cavities as a Probe . . . 5with the total length of the avity Lav. The avity's Q fator is limited by the energy loss intomilliharged partiles. The maximal value is reahed by an ideal avity where �Ediss = 0,QMCP = �4 E20LavR �=!0 dtEav(t)Lmax(t)w(t) : (14)Modern superonduting avities of the type developed for the Tera Eletronvolt Super-onduting Linear Aelerator (TESLA) reah Q fators in exess of Qmeasured > 1010 at�eld strength E0 � 25 MV/m [24℄. Real avities must have Q < QMCP. This enforesQmeasured < QMCP and onstrains the allowed values of (�;m�). The resulting bound is plot-ted in Fig. 1 and ompared to other laboratory bounds on milliharged partiles. Note that,for small masses, the upper limit for � beomes independent of the mass and sales as� . 10�6 � 1010QminMCP�1=3�50 MV=mE0 �1=3� Lav30 m�1=3 ; (15)where QminMCP is the minimal value for QMCP allowed by experiment. With the above argument,QminMCP agrees with Qmeasured. In the larger mass region, the limit weakens onsiderably.Improvement in this region requires stronger eletri �elds; roughly, the saling behaviour isas in Eq. (7).An even better bound ould be obtained by omparing the expeted Q fator, Qexpeted,for a real avity in absene of milliharged partiles with the measured Q fator, Qmeasured. Ifmilliharged partiles exist, the measured Q fator should deviate from the expeted one by,�Q�1measured �Q�1expeted��1 = QMCP: (16)A 10% auray of the quantities ontributing to the left-hand side gives already an improve-ment by a fator of 10 for the lower limit QminMCP on QMCP. Using this and some furtherimprovements of avities, inluding an inrease in the maximal �eld strength by a fator oftwo, we plot the orresponding bound in Fig. 1 (red dashed line) to demonstrate the potentialsensitivity reahable in the near future. The bound is well ompetitive with the one omingfrom laser experiments whih urrently provide the best laboratory bounds.Further improvement may ome from a more aurate determination of the energy lossaused by milliharged partiles. Our riterion for partiles to leave the avity presumablytakes into aount only a fration of partiles that ultimately leave the avity. On the otherhand, in a real avity, an additional ompliation arises due to the non-vanishing magneti�elds. These will lead to more ompliated trajetories than the ones used in our simple esti-mate. Nevertheless, depending on the preise �eld distribution in the avity, we expet thatonly exeptional partile trajetories inside the avity are stable. Sine the pairs are gener-ally reated with a ontinuous momentum distribution, the probability that a partile movespreisely on a stable trajetory inside the avity is presumably very small. Therefore, it maywell be that a large fration of all produed partiles ultimately leaves the avity; this frationwould thus ontribute to �EMCP rather independently of the initial position. Moreover, theset of produed partiles on stable trajetories will undergo plasma osillations [36,37,39,40℄and potentially ontribute indiretly to energy loss. Finally, it has to be heked for a realavity whether some produed pairs ould evade to ontribute to the energy loss by subsequentoherent pair annihilation; for the speial ase of a spatially homogeneous �eld, this e�et anlead to a redution of pair aumulation [37℄ in omparison with the Shwinger formula (4).Future estimates may also inlude the partiles' rest mass whih we have not added to the en-ergy loss so far. Also, thermal utuations an lead to an enhanement of the pair-prodution
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Fig. 2 { Shemati set up for a \dark urrent shining through a wall" experiment. The alternating darkurrent (frequeny �), omprised of the produed milliharged partiles (dashed line), esapes fromthe aelerator avity and traverses also a thik shielding (\wall"), in whih the onventional darkurrent of eletrons is stopped. The dark urrent indues a magneti �eld in a resonant (frequeny�) detetor avity behind the wall, whih is deteted by a SQUID [43℄.rate [41℄. In total, all these onsiderations may well lead to a fator 0:1� 100 in the energyloss ompared to our onservative estimate. Sine, for small masses, the sensitivity in � saleswith �E�1=3MCP , this leads only to a moderate hange of the bound by a fator of 2� 0:2.Ultimately, one would like to probe also the region of larger masses. This requires muhstronger eletri �elds. For example, one may envisage an experiment whih exploits the ele-tri �eld in an antinode of a standing wave produed by a superposition of two petawatt laserbeams, foussed to the di�ration limit (f. [23, 42℄). In suh an experiment, �eld strengthsin exess of 108MV=m may be reahed, and onsequently partiles with larger masses maybe produed. However, measuring the energy loss into milliharged partiles is not straight-forward in this set-up. Nevertheless, this possibility should be seriously studied, beause itwould be apable of testing the milliharged-fermion interpretation of the PVLAS dihroismsignal, whih requires � � 3� 10�6 and m� � 0:1 eV [4℄.Above, we have disussed how one an obtain bounds on milliharged partiles from theregular operation of aelerator avities. A more diret approah to infer the existene of suhpartiles may be based on the detetion of the eletrial urrent omprised of them. In Fig. 2,we show shematially how one ould set up an experiment to detet this urrent.In summary: Shwinger pair prodution in strong eletri �elds ould turn aeleratoravities into fatories for light milliharged partiles, whose possible existene is, in manyextensions of the standard model, diretly tied to physis at very large energy sales, even upto the Plank sale, MP � 1019 GeV. Hene, parts of aelerators may probe higher energysales than the aelerator beams themselves.� � �We would like to thank E.-A. Knabbe, L. Lilje, A. Lindner, P. Shm�user, and H. Weise forvaluable information on aelerator avities. HG aknowledges support by DFG Gi 328/1-3.REFERENCES[1℄ R. Cameron et al. [BFRT Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. D 47 (1993) 3707.[2℄ K. Zioutas et al. [CAST Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 94 (2005) 121301 [hep-ex/0411033℄.[3℄ E. Zavattini et al. [PVLAS Collaboration℄, Phys. Rev. Lett. 96 (2006) 110406 [hep-ex/0507107℄.[4℄ H. Gies, J. Jaekel and A. Ringwald, hep-ph/0607118.[5℄ M. I. Dobroliubov and A. Y. Ignatiev, Phys. Rev. Lett. 65 (1990) 679.[6℄ S. Davidson, B. Campbell and D. C. Bailey, Phys. Rev. D 43 (1991) 2314.
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